Challenges
Hundreds of hours spent searching for equipment. High-value assets lost, stolen or misplaced. Poor utilization. Unnecessary rentals and purchases. Delays in patient care as caregivers wait for what they need.

Solution
Automates manual processes for managing capital and rental equipment so staff can easily see the location and status of assets in real time. Capture and analyze data about how assets are being used—and apply those insights to make better in-the-moment decisions and long-term improvements. Integrate with CMMS and Infusion Management solutions to extend visibility and deepen understanding of equipment distribution, utilization and allocation.

How It Works
Secure a tag to valuable equipment for location visibility. Tags communicate wirelessly with the AeroScout visibility platform. Asset location and status are automatically logged and monitored, using visual controls on PCs or mobile devices to quickly find assets and plan workflows. Configurable, real-time alerts provide notification for any status or location change such as IV pump replenishment requirements, shrinkage alerts, or maintenance needs. Asset data is transformed into powerful reporting to better understand inventory levels, PAR Level performance and asset utilization.

“...The AeroScout solutions are so important and easy to use that we made sure everyone at TidalHealth, including our CEO, has access to the applications.”

- MARK CORNELIUS, DIRECTOR, CLINICAL ENGINEERING
TIDALHEALTH PENINSULA REGIONAL
The Value of Advanced Asset Management

- **Equipment Locating**: 90% reduction in search time
- **Shrinkage Control**: $1.4M saved by avoiding equipment loss and replacement costs
- **Preventive Maintenance**: 100% completion of monthly pump maintenance in less than a week
- **Recall Management**: 100% device remediation within 5 days for 800 infusion pump fleet

- **Inventory Visibility**: Initially saved $250K by avoiding purchase of more infusion pumps
- **Par Level Management**: 66% reduction in delays in patient care due to available pumps
- **Rental Management**: $42K savings per year reducing unnecessary rental of specialty beds
- **Par Level Management**: 30 minutes more time a nurse spends on care if pumps are always available

Complete solution for full coverage

**TAG**: Monitor
**FIND & ALERT**: Analyze

1. **Source for everything you need to transform asset management**: Hardware, software with interoperability, analytics & managed services. Powerful platform for multiple RTLS applications. STANLEY HEALTHCARE.

About STANLEY Healthcare

Over 15,000 hospitals and senior living communities rely on STANLEY Healthcare solutions to empower caregivers to deliver better care. STANLEY Healthcare is a part of Stanley Black & Decker and a proud supporter of the Alzheimer’s Association®. Learn more at stanleyhealthcare.com.